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SPORT METADATA  

WORKFLOW 





Sports at EBU: athletics, biathlon, cycling, football, skiing, skatings, rallying, etc. 

• Sport rights acquisition, event coordination, event production 

• Portfolio: 30 sport federations, 120 events, 500 days of competition 

• Audiovisual content, photos, documents and a bulk of data 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Enrich the experience: link resources to data 

EBU & SPORT – KEY BUSINESS 



- Did you ever Google for it? Not much coming out of searches 

 

- Metadata workflows are not yet a first class citizen while metadata now is 

 

- Let’s try taking a look at it… 

METADATA WORKFLOWS 



IS IT THAT DIFFERENT FROM CONTENT WORKFLOWS? 

Commissioning 

Planning 

Supervision 

Capture, 

purchase, 

Ingest 

Post-production 

Delivery 

Archive 

Basic 

workflow 



COMMISSIONING, PLANNING, SUPERVISION 

Project description, scripts, contracts,  ordering, 

shooting plan (schedule and locations), equipment 

& staff planning, content description. 

Event data: location, athletes (incl.dress + 

equipment), competition events, initial schedules 

and start lists… 

Production 

Sport 

? Communication 

Is difficult 

federation 
Athlete, 

team 

broadcaster 

host 

CSV, Excel, XML, PDF, HTML, etc. 



CAPTURE, INGEST 

Technical metadata, 

location (e.g. shooting location GPS), sources 

(split points), logging, highlights, controlled 

vocabularies (e.g. key events), rights 

Live schedule and start list updates, 

personal/discipline records, (split) results, 

weather report, conditions (e.g. snow), captors, 

sensors & connected devices 

Production 

Sport 

? Example logging 

manufacturers Broadcaster, host 
Other third 

parties… 

Federation Third parties 

«BIG» sport data and statistics 

Live data streams (csv, xml, pdf, etc.)  

and updates (size, full, partial, context) 

KLV. Excel, csv, xml 

Lifetime? 

Curate ! 

Optimize 

live update 



POST-PRODUCTION 

EDL, source material, segmentation, 

Offline logging, annotation, highlights, timed data,  

Data management (conversion, storage), search, retrieval, 

graphics, resource(object identification, archive metadata, , 

metadata packaging, rights 

Data conversion (e.g. to xml-rdf using EBUSport), storage 

 

Metadata enrichment 

Production 

Sport 

?  

Broadcaster MAM provider 

Broadcaster? Mam provider? 

Live data streams (csv, xml, pdf, etc.) and updates 

Conversion, formatting (ontology), storage, processing, querying, applying 

LOD providers 



DELIVERY OR ARCHIVES 

Delivery -> Schedule + content + embedded data  (graphics) + applications (query     

                   interface, various data formats such as beans or json) 

Archive -> content (plus editorial object / resource tech/desc metadata) 

     + embedded data (graphics)  

                 + logging data -> timed text / subtitles ? 

                 + sport data (results, etc.) -> actually not 

                 + applications / portal 

Using RDF allows linking efficiently all the metadata and objects / resources 

 

(See the EBU biathlon PoC) 



ROLES (1ST ITERATION) 

Federation 

Committee 

(e.g. IOC 

Delegation 

Athlete Team 

Host 

Initial 

Event data 

Event data, 

updates 

Data 

aggregators 

Timing,  

connected devices 

Data 

distributor 

Event data 

stream 

Publisher 
e.g. Swiss 

timing, Deltatre, 

Siwidata 

e.g. Omega, 

Rolex, Apple, 

Google 

e.g. schedule, start lists, 

current records, results, 

weather Enrichment, 

applications… 



EXAMPLE OF A DATA FLOW FROM GLASS TO GLASS 

Initial event data 

Xml, csv, pdf… 

Live event data 

Conversion 

Ontology 

mapping 

Update 

storage 

Queries 

Visualisation, 

story 

Enrichment 

Xml to rdf-xml 

Csv to excel to xml to rdf-xml 

Pdf to csv to excel to xml to rdf-xml… 

Sparql : 

SELECT (tuple 

query) or 

DESCRIBE 

(graph query) 

 

Or e.g. JSON 

export 

Query servlet interfaces: 

- Reload page: http GET +  java 

beans 

- Update page:  ajax + json 

Linked data 

- dbpedia, etc 

- APIs… 
Optimise size and context (quads) 

Extraction

?? -> $$$ 
Feedback and optimisation at 

each level ! 



EBUSPORT AND EBUCORE (MEDIAS, EVENTS, PERSONS,…) 

Athlete 

Participant 

Competitor 

Competition 

Competition

Event 

Results 

Team 

Logging 

EBUCore EBUSport 

Editorial Content 

(MAM) 

Resources, 

Essence 

E.g. different formats 

for different 

medias/platforms 

Descriptive metadata: 

Content, contributors, 

events, location 

Technical metadata, 

formats, etc. 

Extends EBUCore event 

Extends EBUCore contributor 

Data 

feed 

Schedule, start list, etc. 



BIATHLON POC 2016, GETTING OUT OF THE BOX! 

A few screenshots from the live demonstration… 



















Data visualisation 

 

Your imagination at work 

 

Optimize your data workflow 









Conclusion 



SEMANTIC TECHNOLOGIES TAKE YOU TO THE NEXT LEVEL  

 Treat yourself: link resources to information and vice-versa 

 

 Data is a strategic asset – manage it as it deserves to be 

 Improve your metadata workflow (sport or else)  

 Use it when available, don’t ignore or discard it, feed back and optimize 

 Weigh the cost of using alternative solutions like data extraction 

 Negotiate appropriate usage rights for data 

 Give (live) data the appropriate level of protection 

 Volumes might soon look like big data 

 

 Would it make sense to develop an EBU recommendation on 

data workflows? 

 



STOP MINING!                                        GO SURFING… 
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